
Pizza cook

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking a position where extensive cooking skills will be utilized. Also, to grow along with the 
company and develop better strategies toward a more efficient way of analytics. Furthermore, 
seeking a position where one could assist coworkers, safer and more efficient department.

Skills

Microsoft Word, Excel. Baking experience, baking methods, know skills,cook pizza

Work Experience

Pizza cook
ABC Corporation  June 2007 – December 2007 
 Planned work so all foods from one order finished cooking at the same time.
 Maintain  kitchen equipment and utensils, sanitation and safety rules Practice safe food 

handling procedures at all times.
 Verified proper portion sizes and consistently attained high food quality or freezer Verified 

freshness of products upon delivery.
 Work in the kitchen cooking and cleanning and worked part time at The Roman Candle.
 Cook and prepare meals from scratch for cutomers, answer phones and take orders, clean 

and sanitize work space, customer service.
 Prepared and cooked pizzas Accomplishments Team player.
 Most station which items varied from Asparagus to Mac and Cheese.

Pizza Cook
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2007 
 Had to prep and stock own line unlike the cooks in the normal kitchen.
 Wood fire oven for pizzas.
 Had to constantly get wood.
 Was the only cook in the pizza kitchen at the time working at TPC.
 Learned to make and cook pizzas so well, chef had to make me a cook and get me out of the 

dish pit.
 Had to also clean up after myself and create prep lists for the next day.
 Promoted again to normal line cook..

Education

BS
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